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LITERATURA
Where the crawdads sing
Owens, Delia
For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” haunted Barkley Cove, a
quiet fishing village. Kya Clark is barefoot and wild; unfit for
polite society. So in late 1969, when the popular Chase
Andrews is found dead, locals immediately suspect her.
But Kya is not what they say. A born naturalist with just one
day of school, she takes life's lessons from the land, learning
the real ways of the world from the dishonest signals of
fireflies. But while she has the skills to live in solitude forever,
the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved.
Drawn to two young men from town, who are each intrigued
by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new and startling
world—until the unthinkable happens.
In Where the Crawdads Sing, Owens juxtaposes an exquisite
ode to the natural world against a profound coming of age
story and haunting mystery. Thought-provoking, wise, and
deeply moving, Owens’s debut novel reminds us that we are
forever shaped by the child within us, while also subject to
the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps.
The story asks how isolation influences the behavior of a
young woman, who like all of us, has the genetic propensity
to belong to a group. The clues to the mystery are brushed
into the lush habitat and natural histories of its wild
creatures.
821.111(73)-3 OWE whe
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Pearse, Sarah
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threatening
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An imposing, isolated getaway spot high up in the Swiss Alps
is the last place Elin Warner wants to be. But Elin's taken time
off from her job as a detective, so when her estranged
brother, Isaac, and his fiancée, Laure, invite her to celebrate
their engagement at the hotel, Elin really has no reason not to
accept.
Arriving in the midst of a threatening storm, Elin immediately
feels on edge--there's something about the hotel that makes
her nervous. And when they wake the following morning to
discover Laure is missing, Elin must trust her instincts if they
hope to find her. With the storm closing off all access to the
hotel, the longer Laure stays missing, the more the remaining
guests start to panic.
Elin is under pressure to find Laure, but no one has realized
yet that another woman has gone missing. And she's the only
one who could have warned them just how much danger they
are all in...
821.111-3 PEA san
The song of Achilles
Miller, Madeline
Greece in the age of heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young
prince, has been exiled to the court of King Peleus and his
perfect son Achilles. Despite their differences, Achilles
befriends the shamed prince, and as they grow into young
men skilled in the arts of war and medicine, their bond
blossoms into something deeper - despite the displeasure of
Achilles's mother Thetis, a cruel sea goddess. But when word
comes that Helen of Sparta has been kidnapped, Achilles
must go to war in distant Troy and fulfill his destiny. Torn
between love and fear for his friend, Patroclus goes with him,
little knowing that the years that follow will test everything
they hold dear.
821.111(73)-3 MIL son
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Piranesi
Clarke, Susanna
Piranesi's house is no ordinary building: its rooms are infinite,
its corridors endless, its walls are lined with thousands upon
thousands of statues, each one different from all the others.
Within the labyrinth of halls an ocean is imprisoned; waves
thunder up staircases, rooms are flooded in an instant. But
Piranesi is not afraid; he understands the tides as he
understands the pattern of the labyrinth itself. He lives to
explore the house.
There is one other person in the house—a man called The
Other, who visits Piranesi twice a week and asks for help with
research into A Great and Secret Knowledge. But as Piranesi
explores, evidence emerges of another person, and a terrible
truth begins to unravel, revealing a world beyond the one
Piranesi has always known.
Women's prize for fiction 2021
821.111-3 CLA pir
The thursday murder club
Osman, Richard
In a peaceful retirement village, four unlikely friends meet up
once a week to investigate unsolved murders.
But when a brutal killing takes place on their very doorstep,
the Thursday Murder Club find themselves in the middle of
their first live case.
Elizabeth, Joyce, Ibrahim and Ron might be pushing eighty
but they still have a few tricks up their sleeves.Can our
unorthodox but brilliant gang catch the killer before it's too
late?
821.111-3 OSM thu
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The mirror & the light
Mantel, Hilary
With The Mirror & the Light, Hilary Mantel brings to a
triumphant close the trilogy she began with her peerless,
Booker Prize-winning novels, Wolf Hall and Bring Up the
Bodies. She traces the final years of Thomas Cromwell, the
boy from nowhere who climbs to the heights of power,
offering a defining portrait of predator and prey, of a
ferocious contest between present and past, between royal
will and a common man’s vision: of a modern nation making
itself through conflict, passion and courage.
The story begins in May 1536: Anne Boleyn is dead,
decapitated in the space of a heartbeat by a hired French
executioner. As her remains are bundled into oblivion,
Cromwell breakfasts with the victors. The blacksmith’s son
from Putney emerges from the spring’s bloodbath to
continue his climb to power and wealth, while his formidable
master, Henry VIII, settles to short-lived happiness with his
third queen, Jane Seymour.
Cromwell, a man with only his wits to rely on, has no great
family to back him, no private army. Despite rebellion at
home, traitors plotting abroad and the threat of invasion
testing Henry’s regime to the breaking point, Cromwell’s
robust imagination sees a new country in the mirror of the
future. All of England lies at his feet, ripe for innovation and
religious reform. But as fortune’s wheel turns, Cromwell’s
enemies are gathering in the shadows. The inevitable
question remains: how long can anyone survive under
Henry’s cruel and capricious gaze?
Eagerly awaited and eight years in the making, The Mirror &
the Light completes Cromwell’s journey from self-made man
to one of the most feared, influential figures of his time.
Portrayed by Mantel with pathos and terrific energy,
Cromwell is as complex as he is unforgettable: a politician
and a fixer, a husband and a father, a man who both defied
and defined his age.
821.111-3 MAN mir 3
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Northern spy
Berry, Flynn
A producer at the Belfast bureau of the BBC, Tessa is at work
one day when the news of another raid comes on the air. The
IRA may have gone underground after the Good Friday
agreement, but they never really went away, and lately, bomb
threats, arms drops, and helicopters floating ominously over
the city have become features of everyday life. As the anchor
requests the public's help in locating those responsible for
this latest raid - a robbery at a gas station - Tessa's sister
appears on the screen. Tessa watches in shock as Marian
pulls a black mask over her face.
The police believe Marian has joined the IRA, but Tessa knows
this is impossible. They were raised to oppose Republicanism,
and the violence enacted in its name. They've attended peace
vigils together. And besides, Marian is vacationing by the sea.
Tessa just spoke to her yesterday.
When the truth of what has happened to Marian reveals itself,
Tessa will be forced to choose: between her ideals and her
family, between bystanderism and action. Walking an
increasingly perilous road, she fears nothing more than
endangering the one person she loves more fiercely than her
sister: her infant son.
A riveting and exquisite novel about family, terror,
motherhood, betrayal, and the staggering human costs of an
intractable conflict, Northern Spy cements Flynn Berry's
status as one of the most sophisticated and accomplished
authors of crime and suspense novels working today.
821.111(73)-3 BER nor
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Lucky
Stapley, Marissa
A thrilling roller-coaster ride about a heist gone terribly
wrong, with a plucky protagonist who will win readers' hearts.
What if you had the winning ticket that would change your life
forever, but you couldn't cash it in?
Lucky Armstrong is a tough, talented grifter who has just
pulled off a million-dollar heist with her boyfriend, Cary. She's
ready to start a brand-new life, with a new identity--when
things go sideways. Lucky finds herself alone for the first
time, navigating the world without the help of either her
father or her boyfriend, the two figures from whom she's
learned the art of the scam.
When she discovers that a lottery ticket she bought on a
whim is worth millions, her elation is tempered by one big
problem: cashing in the winning ticket means she'll be
arrested for her crimes. She'll go to prison, with no chance to
redeem her fortune.
As Lucky tries to avoid capture and make a future for herself,
she must confront her past by reconciling with her father;
finding her mother, who abandoned her when she was just a
baby; and coming to terms with the man she thought she
loved--whose dark past is catching up with her, too.
This is a novel about truth, personal redemption, and the
complexity of being good. It introduces a singularly gifted,
multilayered character who must learn what it means to be
independent and honest ... before her luck runs out.
821.111(71)-3 STA luc
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His only wife
Medie, Peace Adzo
Afi Tekple is a young seamstress whose life is narrowing
rapidly. She lives in a small town in Ghana with her widowed
mother, spending much of her time in her uncle Pious’s
house with his many wives and children. Then one day she is
offered a life-changing opportunity—a proposal of marriage
from the wealthy family of Elikem Ganyo, a man she doesn’t
truly know. She acquiesces, but soon realizes that Elikem is
not quite the catch he seemed. He sends a stand-in to his
own wedding, and only weeks after Afi is married and
installed in a plush apartment in the capital city of Accra does
she meet her new husband. It turns out that he is in love with
another woman, whom his family disapproves of; Afi is
supposed to win him back on their behalf. But it is Accra that
eventually wins Afi’s heart and gives her a life of
independence that she never could have imagined for herself.
A brilliant scholar and a fierce advocate for women’s rights,
author Peace Adzo Medie infuses her debut novel with
intelligence and humor. For readers of Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie and Candice Carty-Williams, His Only Wife is the story
of an indomitable and relatable heroine that illuminates what
it means to be a woman in a rapidly changing world.
821.111(666.2)-3 MED only

AUDIOLIBROS
Wonder
Palacio, R. J.
821.111(73)-3 PAL won
Recomendado para A2
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The last unicorn
Cammack, Jane Elizabeth
821.111-3 CAM las
Recomendado para A2

Missing in Sidney
Hitchinson, Andrea M.
821.111-3 HUT mis
Recomendado para A2

The true story of Pocahontas
Reinhart, Kelly
821.111-3 REI tru
Recomendado para A2

Sherlock Holmes and the Red Circle
Doyle, Arthur Conan
821.111-3 DOY she
Recomendado para A2
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Garpur : My Iceland
Sardi, Silvana
Hello! My name’s Garpur, and this is a story about me and my
country, Iceland. I suppose you’ve heard some-thing about
Iceland, but there are still lots of things you can read about
this island in these pages like the best places to visit, our
wonderful landscape, and the animals you can find here. Do
you know what we eat? … what school is like here? … what
young guys like me do in their free time? Well, it’s all here in
this book, as well as information about my family and friends
and … best of all … about my favourite sport, handball. Hope
you enjoy it!
91=111 SAR gar
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
A passage to India
Forster, E.M.
The book is set in the 1920’s in India and is a story of Dr. Aziz,
an Indian doctor, his friend Mr. Field-ing, a British professor
and two British women Mrs. Moore and Miss Adela Quested.
Due to an inci-dent occurring in the fictitious Marabar Caves
(based on the Barabar Caves of Bihar, India), the char-acters
find themselves in the turmoil of a changing India which
highlights the prejudices and racial stresses between Indians
and British.
A Passage to India whose title comes from Walt Whitman’s
famous poem “Passage to India”, is one of E.M. Forster’s most
famous novels and based on Forster’s experiences in India.
821.111-3 FOR pas
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para B2.1-B2.2
Discover Sri Lanka with us!
Tarsetti, Anna
Sathya, Isuri and their friends live near Weligama, a town in
Sri Lanka.
Every morning they go to school, and every afternoon they
jump on a tuktuk to go to the Human Solidarity Children
Village. Join them in this adventure to discover the beauty of
Sri Lanka, the food, the animals and their favourite hobbies.
Follow them during the day and you will learn about their
country and their lives.
91=111 TAR dis
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
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Doruk's cats : Trough the streets of Istanbul
Öztürk, Toros
Doruk, a ten-year-old Turkish boy, loves cats and wants to
have a nice cat.
He listens to Aunt Banu’s advice and starts looking for a cat in
Istanbul streets. His nice journey is very exciting. He learns
some stories about the historical places in Istanbul. He learns
a lot about cats, too. Will he find a cat he likes? Where will a
nice cat “choose him”? Join Doruk’s journey full of surprises in
Istanbul.
91=111 OZT dor
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
Allan : My Vancouver
Gamlin, Gordon
Vancouver is Canada’s gateway to the Pacific Rim.
Allan introduces us to the city, his family, and friends. His
days are filled with sports, school, and everyday family life.
Join Allan and his friends on this exploration of Vancouver,
British Columbia.
91=111 GAM all
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para B1
Beowulf
One of the most universally studied of the English classics,
Beowulf is considered the finest heroic poem in Old English.
This epic poem tells the story of Beowulf, a warrior who
becomes famous by helping Hrothgar, King of the Danes.
Beowulf kills first Grendel, a horrible demon who terrorizes
the Danes every night, and then Grendel’s vengeful mother.
Beowulf returns to his own country to become king. Late in
life he decides to fight a dangerous dragon and…
821.111-3 BEO beo
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para B1
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Dracula
Stoker, Bram
When Jonathan Harker travels to Transylvania to meet Count
Dracula, he soon realises that he has made a big mistake.
What is happening in the lonely castle? Where does Count
Dracula go during the day? Why are there no mirrors? Bram
Stoker’s classic story takes us, and Count Dracula, from the
Transylvanian castle to a small port on the east coast of
England. Then we move to London, in a desperate fight to
save people from the new, the terrible, Un-dead.
821.111-3 STO dra
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
Aladdin and the magic lamp
Aladdin loves Bulbul but his love is impossible. She is a
princess and he is just a poor boy. But the magic lamp of a
bad magician changes everything and helps Aladdin to get
what he wants. Well, that’s what he thinks! The bad magician
has other ideas!
821.111-34 ALA ala
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A1

Aesop's fables
Aesop
A lion trapped in a net and an ant in a puddle. Who will
rescue them and so gain a new friend? These are two stories
from the Aesop’s Fables collection, which have stood the test
of time and been read and loved by generations all over the
world. At their heart, the stories have important lessons. The
first is that, when we need help, it can come from the most
unexpected of places! The second is an illustration of Aesop’s
own saying: ‘No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever
wasted.’
821.111-34 AES aes
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A1
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Anne of green gables
Montgomery, L.M.
One day, in Canada, an eleven year old girl, Anne, arrives at
Green Gables.
She is going to live with Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert, who
are brother and sister. But Anne does not know that Matthew
and Marilla want a boy and not a girl.
821.111-34 MON ann
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A1
A christmas carol
Dickens, Charles
Ebenezer Scrooge loves only one thing – money. He has no
friends, doesn’t like his family and never helps anyone. But
when Jacob Marley, who’s been dead for seven years, arrives
at his house one night, Scrooge learns that a good life is
about much more than money.
821.111-3 DIC chr
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para B1
Alice in Wonderland
Carroll, Lewis
The classic story of a young girl who falls into a hole, eats and
drinks poison and grows bigger and smaller.
821.111-34 CAR ali
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
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Botchan
Soseki, Natsume
Botchan is a novel written in 1906. It is considered to be one
of the most popular novels in Japan.
A Tokyoite known only as Botchan thinks teaching a bunch of
high-school yokels in the sticks will be simple-after all, they’re
essentially living in yesteryear.
But our narrator soon learns that he is surrounded by
schemers and tricksters and that the teaching job that should
have been a walk in the park is more like a walk off a plank.
Can he survive and make it back to civilization on Moral Fibre
alone?
821.521-3=111 SOS bot
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A1
Enjoy New York
Tomkinson, Angela
Come with us on our A-Z journey to one of the most exciting
and fun cities in the world. Do you want to know what’s the
tallest building in New York? Or what New Yorkers like doing
in their free time? Would you like to learn about the food
people eat in New York? Or which famous people are from
this city? You can discover the answers to these questions
and learn much more about the people, places and things in
the city that never sleeps. Enjoy the book! Enjoy New York!
91=111 TOM enj
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
Destination Karminia
Simpson, Maureen
Young professor Peng is looking for archaeology enthusiasts
to help her in the search for the lost city of Karminia. Are you
ready to follow her and her friends in this fascinating
adventure? On the summit of Ben Nevis, in the Scottish
highlands, an ancient city is hidden away. It can only be
revealed in the sunlight. Three youngsters who are
passionate about archaeology are going to discover the
mysterious Karminia.
821.111-3 SIM des
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para B1
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Adventure at Haydon Point
Ferretti, Elizabeth
One summer, city boy Sam stays with his uncle. It’s all so
different from London! There’s a river and boats, and a new
friend, Rachel. But something strange happens... One day
Sam and Rachel find a strange bird with a long beak that
looks like a spoon. It has thin fishing rope round its legs. It
certainly can’t fly! And who are the two men in black?
821.111-3 FER adv
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
A connecticut yankee in King Arthur's Court
Twain, Mark
One day, while Hank Morgan is working, a man attacks him
and hits him on the head. When Hank wakes up he is in sixth
century England. He is at the Court of King Arthur where he
meets the Knights of the Round Table and Queen Guenever.
Thanks to his superior knowledge, Hank soon becomes the
King’s chief minister and plans to modernise the country, but
things do not always go according to plan…
821.111(73)-3 TWA con
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A1
Festivals are fun
Tomkinson, Angela
Or how many fire festivals there are in Britain? Do you want
to know what happens during the festival of sleep and find
out on which day British people eat pancakes?
You can discover the answers to these questions and learn
much more about the different festivals and events that
happen every year in Britain. Let’s go and have some fun!
394.2=111 TOM fes
Audio descargable online
Recomendado para A2
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PELÍCULAS
Orgullo y prejuicio = Pride and prejudice
Wright, Joe
Sparks fly when spirited Elizabeth Bennet meets single, rich,
and proud Mr. Darcy. But Mr. Darcy reluctantly finds himself
falling in love with a woman beneath his class. Can each
overcome their own pride and prejudice?
791.4=111 WRI org
121 min
Audio y subtítulos: inglés y español

HISTORIA
Empire of pain : The secret history of the sackler dynasty
Keefe, Patrick Radden
The Sackler name adorns the walls of many storied
institutions: Harvard, the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Oxford, the Louvre. They are one of the richest families in the
world, known for their lavish donations to the arts and
sciences. The source of the family fortune was vague,
however, until it emerged that the Sacklers were responsible
for making and marketing OxyContin, a blockbuster painkiller
that was a catalyst for the opioid crisis.
The baillie Gifford prize for non-fiction 2021
Goodreads choice award 2021
94=111 KEE emp
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CIENCIA
Under a white sky : The nature of the future
Kolbert, Elizabeth
In Under a White Sky, Elizabeth Kolbert takes a hard look at
the new world we are creating. Along the way, she meets
biologists who are trying to preserve the world's rarest fish,
which lives in a single tiny pool in the middle of the Mojave;
engineers who are turning carbon emissions to stone in
Iceland; Australian researchers who are trying to develop a
super coral that can survive on a hotter globe; and physicists
who are contemplating shooting tiny diamonds into the
stratosphere to cool the earth.
One way to look at human civilization, says Kolbert, is as a
ten-thousand-year exercise in defying nature. In The Sixth
Extinction, she explored the ways in which our capacity for
destruction has reshaped the natural world. Now she
examines how the very sorts of interventions that have
imperiled our planet are increasingly seen as the only hope
for its salvation.
573=111 KOL und
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